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CHAPTER TWENTY – READING RESOURCES

Reading Skill Activity

Retrieval What did Poppy hear the Duke of Cambridge mention that made her smile? Why did it make her smile? (p145) The Duke of Cambridge 

mentioned Grandpa’s tie, this made her smile as she had chosen it and it wasn’t Grandpa’s usual choice of tie.

What colour was the Duchess’s dress? (p145) The Duchess was wearing a Royal Blue dress.

Why was the Duchess of Cambridge slightly stunned when she met Lord Ted? (p145) Lord Ted bowed slightly, but the Duchess didn’t 

quite believe what she had seen, so thought it was just her imagination.

What belief did Poppy share with the Duchess of Cambridge? (p146) They both believe in fairies.

What was Nanny panicking about in case of a visit from the Duke and Duchess? (p147) She was worried that she had left her 

knickers/underwear drying on the radiator.

Why did Poppy choose each dish of her meal? (p148) She chose the starter and main because they had bacon in and she chose the 

pudding because it had chocolate in.

What had Poppy’s information about the number plate helped the police do? (p150) The information that Poppy had given them helped 

the police to find the people who were stealing farm vehicles and equipment.

What were Jonny and Grandpa chatting about at the end of the meal? (p152) They were worried about who would be paying for the 

meal and how much it was going to cost.

Which fairy met Poppy at the tree house? (p153) Poppy was met by Deri.
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CHAPTER TWENTY – READING RESOURCES

Reading Skill Activity

Inference How would you feel if you were Nanny and the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge had just been invited to your house that night? (p147)

Imagine you are the waiter that is taking everyone’s orders. You have never served a member of the royal family before and you’re not 

really sure what to do. How do you feel? Complete a role on the wall showing how you are feeling inside, but how you must look like 

you are feeling on the outside. (p148)

Vocabulary Look at the words below. Put them into alphabetical order, choose 3/4/5 of the words and find their definitions and write them into your 

book. Don’t forget to try to use these words in your writing during the next week.

Interjected (p147)

Flustered (p147)

Intently (p147)

Tentatively (p148)

Sophisticated (p149)

Dumbfounded (p150)

Synchronised (p151)

Intoxicating (p151)

Anticipated (p151)

Extravaganza (p151)

Composure (p155)

Captivated (p157)

Legendary (p157)

What was Nanny compared to as she ran into the house? (p152) She was compared to an Olympic sprinter.
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CHAPTER TWENTY – READING RESOURCES

Reading Skill Activity

Summary Draw a plan of the dinner table and where everyone was sitting. (p148)

‘They all laughed, recited their favourite bits of the night…’ What was your favourite part of the night? 

Prediction What would Kate, the Duchess of Cambridge, tell her children about the events of the night? 

Author What did the author want to show, by comparing Nanny to an Olympic sprinter on page 152? To show the speed and urgency with 

which she went into the house to check that it was tidy and that she hadn’t left her knickers/underwear/washing hanging on the 

radiator.

Commentary Think about Poppy and the Duchess of Cambridge in this chapter. How have their characters changed through the chapter?
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Activity Curriculum Area

Design a menu fit for a Queen – well a future King anyway. Think about making it suitable for everyone that is present. Science

DT

Look at each of the menu options that Poppy chose. Research each dish and find out the main ingredients and what all of the 

fancy names mean. Find out where each dish originates from and discover more about each country.

Starter – Glazed pork cheek with a bacon fat potato, pickled apple and potato foam.

Main – Pan-fried Sea bass with glazed parsnip, bacon and parmesan risotto, thyme crumb and sauce

Dessert – Raspberry panna cotta, with white chocolate ganache, mini sponge pieces and lemon sorbet.

DT

Geography

Design a tree house fit for Prince George, Princess Charlotte and Prince Louis. Send us your ideas and perhaps we’ll share 

them with the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge! Can you make a model of your treehouse design?

DT

Art

CHAPTER TWENTY – OTHER CURRICULUM AREA ACTIVITIES


